
Release Notes

1.11.0

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved

Fixed issue with error messages being inaccurate, more detail is now provided

Other

N/A

Known Issues

N/A

Older releases

1.10.1

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved

Fixed issue with Manual and Legal pdf links not working on windows machines.

Other

Added 'Label Group Filtering' support to searches for UPM panel and 'US & Canada' region.

Known Issues

N/A

1.9.1

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved



Fixed styling issue with download icon (blue bottom edge after download).
Fixed issue with auto-login in multiple applications.
Fixed so that there is no version checker prompt when it's been turned off in settings.
Fixed issue with missing version info on the initial search result.
Fixed issue where expanding a song was slow after initial search.
Fixed issue so that umg-account-id parameter is only added to search if the user is properly logged in.
Fixed windows installer issue with inaccurate warning being displayed.
Fixed issue where empty search and clicking "Load More" on initial search was slow.
Fixed issue where the panel sometimes freezes when rapidly starting multiple tracks.

Other

Added checkbox to settings page so that the user can turn on debug-mode (so response bodies are logged).
Added error handling of the settings file.
Added email validation to the login page.
Updated manuals.
Kapagama users will be pointed to the UPM installer.

Known Issues

N/A

1.8.3

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved

Fixed issues with opening links (Legal- and Manual-pdfs and Cue Sheet Helper) on Big Sur.

Other

Updated the download role query parameter.
Updated the styling on input fields and buttons, to make them stand out more.
Updated installer to support Adobe Premiere Pro 14.5.

Known Issues

If the user has the remember me set before this release, on the first time opening the panel, the initial search will happen
without the new download role query parameter. The auto-login that happens after the initial search will then fix this and the
initial search will have the new download query parameter from then on. This only concerns the initial search, all other
searches work as they should from the start.

1.8.0

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved



Fixed an issue with the installer not working on macOS Mojave with Premiere Pro 14.3
Fixed an issue with the installer being untrusted on macOS Catalina
Added a workaround to a download performace issue on Adobe apps that use API CEP version 10 or higher.

Other

Failed installs on macOS will now show a popup message with an error message and code
Updated the "Sign-up" and "Forgot password" links.

Known Issues

Rendering issues for Rush on Windows machines that have Adobe incompatible (old) display drivers.

1.7.8

Features

N/A

Issues Resolved

Fixed an issue with the Adobe installer not working
Fixed Content-Type error for the Google API request
Fixed bug resulting in logspam for regions/users with a single account
Updated the Geolocation Key
Fixed bug with Geolocation not being added to search query
Updated so that Geolocation is used in initial population of search filters
Updated so that the umg-location-code header is added to the expand playlist edits query.

Other

Added check if Adobe apps are open in the installer
First release of the Elias music branded panel
Updated/added logos for Elias Music and Firstcom
Removed Elias Muscic as a region within UPM Panel

1.7.2

Features

No new features have been added in this version of the panel.

Issues Resolved

An issue has been resolved where a scripting engine change introduced in Adobe Premiere 14.0.3 broke both imports and
cue sheet helper in the panel.

Other

N/A

1.7.0



Features

No new features have been added in this version of the panel.

Issues Resolved

The initial search when opening the panel or when performing an "empty" search has been reported to be quite slow. We
have changed how an empty search is performed which should improve speed significantly.
An issue has been resolved where themed playlists would not load unless a user is logged in.
An issue has been resolved where the panel would appear to "hang" if the user rapidly initiated preview of several tracks
without explicitly pausing/stopping preview before initiating preview of the next track.
An issue has been resolved where the panel could crash if the user initiated preview of a track and then quickly opened
either the settings page or initiated login.

Other

A notification is now presented to the user when downloading a new version of the panel through the panel that all Adobe
applications need to be closed before installing the new version.
New panel versions are now made available as versioned S3 objects rather than as new objects for each release. The
purpose of this is to not have to update the UPPM brand websites whenever there is a new release of the panel available.

1.6.1

Features

No new features have been introduced in this version of the panel.
The big change in this release relates to the ability to now distribute the panel via Adobe Exchange as well as support for
the upcoming release of CC2020 (expected name)

Issues Resolved

The change introduced in version 1.4.3 to fix download issues on Windows when a network proxy was present was found
to cause other issues with downloads. This change has been reworked in this release.

Other

Changes have been made to the build process and to the installation package to allow the panel to be distributed and
updated through Adobe Exchange.

Note that as a result there will be some change in behaviour on Mac. Specifically the Adobe applications will need to
be closed when installing an update, some Adobe developer tools such as ExtendScript Toolkit can not be installed
etc. These limitations have already been present on Windows and are related to the Adobe ExManCmd utility.
Note that the panel can be updated manually by the user by downloading and installing the update when prompted by
the current update mechanism OR for those users who originally installed the panel via Adobe Exchange, by letting
Adobe Exchange install the update. The update will however most of the time not appear in Exchange until a few days
after it has become available via the existing update notifications.

Mac OS Catalina
The panel has been tested and verified to work on Mac OS X Catalina.
Adobe CC2020
The panel has been tested and verified on the pre-release versions of Adobe Premiere Pro and Adobe Audition for the
upcoming release of the new version of the Creative Cloud apps (widely expected to be called CC2020 and to happen in
connection with Adobe Max).

1.5.0



Features

Support for Adobe Audition has been enabled

Issues Resolved

N/A

Other

N/A

1.4.3

Features

Stems
Stems are available for download for some music tracks in the panel in Adobe Premiere pro and Adobe Audition.
Stems are not available for download in Adobe Rush due to UX limitations in Adobe Rush
Preview volume slider
A volume slider for when previewing tracks has been added to the panel. The slider will remember the selected volume
level between sessions.

Issues Resolved

An issue has been resolved where the panel would fail to install on Windows if only Adobe Rush was installed.
An issue has been resolved where downloads would fail on Windows if a network proxy was present

Other

The panel can now be used for selected partner sites.
Some brand logos have been updated in the panel.
"My playlists" have been renamed "My projects" for some sites.
My playlists function has been enabled for some sites where this function was previously disabled.
Support for Adobe Audition has been built in this release but is not yet enabled awaiting a maintenance release of Adobe
Audition

Version 1.3.7

Features

No new functionality introduced in this release.

Issues Resolved

Users who had installed pre-release versions of the panel would not get notified when a new release of the panel became
available.
Certain non-critical errors caused by some network calls being blocked by a firewall would cause frequent alert pop-ups
that were highly distracting for users. These pop-ups have been moved to a console log that has to be explicitly opened by
the user.

Other



N/A

Version 1.3.6

Features

Adobe Rush
Support has been added in the panel for Adobe Rush.
Some functionality such as bulk download of all versions of a track or bulk download of all tracks in a playlist or project is
not enabled due to UX limitations in Adobe Rush.
Remember me
Remember me option has been added to the panel. A user can opt to let the panel store the session token when logging in
so that the panel will auto-login the next time the panel starts. Only the session token will be stored, not the users
password.
Switch account
Functionality has been added to allow a user who is a member of multiple accounts to change accounts without having to
log out and logging in again.

Issues Resolved

An issue has been resolved where the users own playlist would not load.
An issue has been resolved where the initial search when opening the panel would return an empty result due to a race
condition

Other

Minor updates in search behaviour in the panel to ensure a consistent experience between website and panel.

Version 1.2.6

Features

Cue Sheet Helper
The panel has been integrated with the Cue Sheet Helper tool allowing users to request a cue sheet to be generated from
within the panel.

Issues Resolved

N/A

Other

The panel will now detect current geographic location to ensure that only regionally permitted content is shown in search
results.
The panel has been updated to reflect recent changes to music version types.

Version 1.1.4

Features

No new functionality introduced in this release.



Issues Resolved

N/A

Other

Some brand collateral (logos) updated.

Version 1.1.3

Features

Update notification
A mechanism has been added to notify users when an updated version of the panel is available.

Issues Resolved

An expired certificate has been replaced.
An issue has been resolved where the wrong track version would play when previewing a track with certain search filters
applied.

Other

Checks added to release process to alert about short certificate validity periods.
Track order in the panel has been changed to ensure a consistent experience between website and panel.
Search filter order has been changed to ensure a consistent experience between website and panel.
Search behaviour has been changed to ensure a consistent experience between website and panel.

Version 1.0.4

This is the first release of the Adobe extension

Features

Search (free text and filters) and preview tracks and versions/edits of tracks with or without being logged in.
Login using same user account as on website

Support for logout action
Support for selecting account (for account playlists) if user is member of multiple accounts
Support for picking download format (mp3, wav, aiff)
Support for downloading single track versions/edits or bulk download all versions/edits of a track from search result
Support for picking local download location
Playlist support

Support for themed playlists
Support for account playlists
Support for personal playlists (disabled for some brands)
Support for previewing tracks in playlists
Support for downloading individual track in playlists
Support for bulk download of playlist

Downloaded music files (individual or bulk download) will be imported to bin structure in Adobe Premiere Pro.

Issues Resolved

N/A



Other

The panel is made available as a self-contained install package
Branded manual included and accessible through panel settings page
Information on how to report issues accessible through panel settings page


